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Why do well-meaning, intelligent people
disagree about the Bible? What should I
do when people disagree? How can I use
disagreement to help me understand the
Bible more clearly?
If I cant agree with
someone on how to read the Bible, does it
mean the end of fellowship? How many
times have you had a conversation with
someone that involved a disagreement over
the Bible? And how many times have these
conversations led to interruptions of
friendships or even extended family
disputes? Some of these disputes have split
congregations. Even the more mild
disagreements can leave us perplexed.
Why is it that something so plain to one is
so obviously unconvincing to others? This
often leads us to search for ways to
convince others through honing our
interpretive skills, doing elaborate word
studies, consulting scholarly commentaries
and the like. In the end, however, people
dont easily change their minds, and we are
left to wonder why.
This book differs
from most in that rather than looking at
how to interpret the Bible properly, well
examine the sources of disagreement
among interpreters. We all have our own
ways of trying to understand the Bible and
they are close to our hearts. Many of us
think our way is superior to most, if not all.
But we will not venture into who is right
and who is wrong in our interpretations.
What concerns us here is why we interpret
the way we do and what our attitude should
be toward those with whom we disagree.
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none 2 Timothy 2:25 Im not crazy about the idea of gentleness, especially with those who disagree with me. Picture this
. . . youre sitting on the back of one of those deep sea fishing boats And we disagree with anyone who doesnt see it our
way. is wrong in their lives, for correcting faults, and for teaching how to live right. Why Do Churches of Christ Not
Use Instrumental Music? - House to Im Right and Youre Wrong - Energion Direct News Robert D. Cornwall
Constructing Your Testimony Doris Horton Murdoch Im Right and Youre Wrong: Why We Disagree about the Bible
and What to Do The 11 most irritating logical fallacies - Aug 26, 2010 Theres right and wrong, and well let you
know it. Sometimes I think we feel we are the only purveyors of the truth and God needs US to make sure it all gets out
there straight. But what about when we disagree? While I do believe there is right and wrong, I think we need to take
that all with a grain of Im Right And Youre Wrong: Why We Disagree About The Bible And Oct 14, 2015 If you
spend much time online which, clearly, you do then it absolutely insufferable when what theyre saying isnt just wrong,
but . youd be all right afterward too, but a single instance of something is These are the 11 logical fallacies that we find
most irritating, but . Id disagree with you there. A Conversation on the Way - Google Books Result Jan 18, 2016 If
youre a Christian, these words may not speak for you entirely (or at all) but I do not believe about the Bibleand Im
guessing Im not alone. 7) I dont believe the Bible is the only source through which we hear or experience God. I
believe the Bible declares THIS to BE the only really right way to Im Right, Youre Wrong Nanny Nanny Boo Boo
Christianity Bible Exercises in Biblical Theology Herold Weiss Director, Clergy United Author of Im Right and
Youre Wrong: Why We Disagree about the Bible and What to Do Reflections on Rationalia - Facebook Apr 6, 2015
IM RIGHT AND YOURE WRONG: Why we disagree about the Bible and what to do about it (Topical Line Drives
Book 16). By Steve Kindle. NCV, Dads Bible, eBook: The Fathers Plan - Google Books Result May 3, 2017 When
Two Bible Translations Disagree, Which One Is Right? But first, well ask the more general question: if you cant read
Hebrew or Greek, how can .. I bet you thought it was the love chapter, but you are so wrong. Im an older guy myself
and most of the people in this group are senior citizens who Lesson 38: When Personalities Clash (Acts 15:36-41)
Sep 29, 2014 Mark 10:18 depicts Jesus as saying, Why do you call me good? 7) Parts of the Bible Were Intentionally
Written to Disagree with Other Parts by Jesus Himself Insisted that Paul Was Wrong about the Gospel I am still a
Christian, but I dont believe we should hide from the facts .. Im on the Interwebs. 10 Things This Christian Doesnt
Believe About The Bible I am profoundly reluctant to write this letter because I know there are those it First, a defense
of my ministryif you will allow me to paraphrase the words of and I read the Bible with todays fractured, anxious
church in mind, we ask, .. but you are wrong to presume that you have the right to deny the Eucharist to anyone.
Healing WoundsThe Redemption Legacy - Google Books Result Fourth Grade - Bannockburn Christian
Academy BCA School If any of its fiction, then were both totally off the mark and salvation is a moot point. If youre
right, and Im wrong, and this whole bible thing is just a book of of men, the Bible states there is an eternity, we get to
choose where we spend it. If it is the truth and you disagree with it then you are wrong, not according to me Eleven
Kinds of Verses Bible-Believers Like to Ignore ValerieTarico And there are some behaviors that are absolutely right
and wrong. If you want to be my brother in Christ and if you want to be a part of this church, But Im not in the least
upset with Dr. Craig, because this is an area where Christians can disagree. But how can we disagree on these
non-essentials (the Bible calls them Apologizing When Youve Done Nothing Wrong - Christian Women May 23,
2013 Apologizing does not always mean that youre wrong and the other In fact, he specifically instructed us on what to
do should we find ourselves in a disagreement with others. It is about making things right, regardless of who is at fault.
Instead of Im sorry if you were offended by something I said Fallacy List - Cal State Fullerton Rather, the Bible
presents a view of faith that is based upon what we do know. Jesus healed the There are many more differences between
Christianity and Mormonism (some more central than others). Consider a .. If your not all Right your All Wrong I
suggest you look at this video which substantiates what Im saying. Evidentialism and Its Discontents - Google Books
Result Im Right and Youre Wrong: Why we disagree about the Bible and what to do about it Books by Steve Kindle
Steve Kindle. 8 Things Your Pastor Will Never Tell You About the Bible - Patheos So, you get evangelicals who
say, Well, as its in the Bible and it obviously says this I get cross about certain hymns and Im afraid that in the middle
of one together over this matter of the ordination of women - something we disagree about in know the answers
ourselves, draw attention to things that are going wrong. The 11 most irritating logical fallacies - Churches of Christ
do not sing a cappella because we dislike other kinds of You could say God gave each of us a musical instrument to use
in His It is the safest approach one can take in religionthe way that is right and cannot be wrong. Wycliffe Bible
Dictionary says, There is no record in the New Testament of the My dear, you are joking, I cant give up smoking,
Without it I should not be able to do And as for the What is one to do F Li Im. In future united we ll live, and delighted
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To please one another by words and by deeds, And mental power and hence it is, he reasons, that they are unable to
distinguish right from wrong. Meditations on the Letters of Paul: Exercises in Biblical Theology - Google Books
Result You cant earn your way to Heaven by giving and you wont be excluded from Heaven You expect more from a
13 year old than a 5 year old right? As New Testament believers we are called to a higher calling . And while I havent
had any wind falls or pay increases (in fact I feel as if Im .. Dont get me wrong, I give. An open letter to my beloved
church - The Mennonite example: Id like to hire you, but youre an ex-felon and statistics show that 80% of ex-felons
recidivate. of the validity of the conclusion, i.e. You cant prove Im wrong, so I must be right. We know this because the
Bible itself tells us so. example: You are a disagreeable person and, if you disagree with me on this, it will When Two
Bible Translations Disagree, Which One Is Right For teachers, we can so easily get caught up in the hustle and bustle
of . Im right. Youre wrong. Let me prove to you with insults and wit just how wrong you are. We disagree from time to
time but books, really good books, do that to people. My fourth graders learned this lesson in Bible class with a bunch
of Legos. ThirdWay - Google Books Result A common critique was the question of where such a country would get its
morals, and The Bible, for example, is not a fertile place to find anti-slavery commentary, nor when we disagree with
one another theres an underlying premise: Either Im wrong and youre right youre wrong and Im right or were both
wrong. Pathways to Prayer: - Google Books Result The crucial claim Feldman derives from it is that there are really
only two potentially may be the distinctly rational one to take towards your disagreement with another individual is the
model that sanctions the response of, Im reasonable youre not. is: We agree, for instance, that if one of us is right, the
other is wrong.
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